Abstract. The problem of extinction is the most important issue to be dealt with in the process of obtaining true absolute magnitudes of core-collapse supernovae (SNe). The plane-parallel model which gives absorption dependent on galaxy inclination, widely used in the past, was shown not to describe extinction adequately. We try to apply an alternative model which introduces radial dependence of extinction. A certain trend of dimmer SNe with decreasing radius from the center of a galaxy was found, for a chosen sample of stripped-envelope SNe.
INTRODUCTION
As well known, the supernovae (SNe) Ia are widely used by astronomers as distance indicators because of their small dispersion in peak absolute magnitude. SNe II, on the other hand, are a quite heterogenous class with absolute magnitudes −19 M B −14 (see e.g. [1] ). The situation is still unclear regarding stripped-envelope SNe (Ib/c). The progenitors of these SNe are massive stars that have lost most or all of their hydrogen envelopes, by strong winds such as in Wolf-Rayet stars or through mass transfer to a companion star in Roche lobe overflow or a common envelope phase. We have focused on finding the absolute B magnitude for these SNe (for a discussion on V magnitudes see [2] ).
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
For the absolute magnitude at maximum (blue) light we can generally write
where m B is apparent magnitude, M B is absolute magnitude uncorrected for extinction in parent galaxy, µ = 5 log d[Mpc] + 25 is distance modulus, d is the distance to the galaxy, A G and A g are Galactic extinction and extinction in parent galaxy, respectively. The problem of extinction is the most important issue to be dealt with in the process of obtaining true absolute magnitudes of core-collapse (including stripped-envelope) SNe. The plane-parallel model which gives absorption dependent on galaxy inclination i, A g = A o sec i, widely used in the past, was shown not to describe extinction adequately [3] . We try to apply an alternative model which introduces radial dependence of extinction [4] . Bearing in mind the short life of their progenitors, we may assume that the strippedenvelope SNe, we are interested in, are practically in the galactic plane (z = 0). The radial position of a supernova in a galaxy is then
where x and y give SN offset from the center of the galaxy in radians and Π is the position angle of the major axis (see Fig. 1 ). If not given, offsets (x, y) can be calculated from rectascension (α) and declination (δ ); Table 1 gives a sample of SNe Ib/c with known peak B magnitude from the Asiago Supernova Catalogue (ASC) [5] . Fig. 2 shows peak magnitude uncorrected for parent galaxy extinction against the radial position of SN r in the units of galactic radius R = D/2. We see that there is a certain trend of dimmer SNe with decreasing radius [6] . If we assume that A g = A o e −α o r/R then
Fit to data gives SNe Ib/c intrinsic absolute magnitude M 
